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Psionic Startsettings

To start with a Psionics session,
Place your target on the targetplate and maybe you want to
connect a wittness, belonging to the target, between one or two
of the green clips on the right side of the box
Put on the headgear with the copper touching your third eye.
Turn all dials to the left, do this with caution, otherwise you may
force a dial too much, so it might get damaged.
First, turn the Strength, or energize dial to the right, as far as
possible, but again, do this carefull and slow.
Turn the Choice dial carefully to the left. as far as possible.
Start  to turn the first Tuning-dial from left to right while rubbing
your thumb slowly and gentle over the rubbing plate, when you
feel a “stick” the dial is set for your chosen purpose.
start turning the second dial and do the same as you did with the
first.
Same for the third Dial. USING THE RUBBING PLATE NEEDS
A LOT OF PRACTISE, if you find it easier, dowse with a
pendulum for the right values.
Now start to create your thoughtform and visualize sending them
thru the box, concentrate for 5 minutes and leave the box as it
is. Leave it as long as you wish, but never forget to end a
completed session with turning all dials to the left.
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Radionic Startsettings

To start with a Radionic session,
Place your target on the targetplate and maybe you want to
connect a wittness, belonging to the target, between one or two
of the white clips on the right side of the box
Put on the headgear with the copper touching your third eye.
Turn all dials to the left, do this with caution.

Turn the Choice dial carefully to the middle.
Start  to turn the first tuning-dial from left to right while rubbing
your thumb slowly and gentle over the rubbing plate, when you
feel a “stick” the dial is set for your chosen purpose.
start turning the second dial and do the same as you did with the
first.
Same for the third Dial. USING THE RUBBING PLATE NEEDS
A LOT OF PRACTISE, if you find it easier, dowse with a
pendulum for the right values.
Now start to create your Healing Thoughtforms and visualize
sending them thru the box, concentrate for 20 minutes.
Dont leave the box alone as done in the Psionics mode!!
After you finished the session turn all dials to the left to turn the
device off.
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Wishing Machine

To use the device in the Wishing Machine mode:
Connect the headband to the red and white clip on the other side
of the device; white to white, red to red.
Connect the two small green clips to the two small red clips as
above in the drawing.
Connect the crystal to the two clips on the left  side of the device.

Put on the headband.
Turn the Choice dial carefully to the right until it cant go any
further.
Turn all Tuning dials as far as they can to the right.
Turn the Strength or Energize dial all to the left.
Place the thumb of your right hand on the target plate,
but dont push!! keep it there during a session
Place the thumb of your left hand on the rubbing plate.
dont push!! Keep it there during a session.
Concentrate on your wish for at least ten minutes.
When ready turn all dials back to the left!!


